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PDF Reader is one of the best reading tools. It can help you to easily manage and open all the ebooks on your phone.
Supports ebook formats: PDF, DjVU, XPS (OpenXPS), FictionBook (fb2 and fb2.zip), Comics Book formats (cbr and cbz), EPUB, EPUB 3, MOBI, AZW, AZW3 and LibreOffice, OpenOffice (ODT, RTF)

Key features of PDF Reader:
* Pages or scroll view. Page flipping animation.
* Text to Speech (TTS) support in PDF
* Table of contents, bookmarks, text search. 
* Bookmarks on text fragments (comments or corrections) - useful for proof reading.
* Export of bookmarks to text file.
* Built-in file browser, quick recent books access. 
* Online catalogs (OPDS) support.
* Night reading mode
* Hyphenation dictionaries; 
* Most complete FB2 format support: styles, tables, footnotes. 
* Additional fonts support (place .ttf to /sdcard/fonts/)
* Support for Chinese, Japanese, Korean languages; autodetection of TXT file encoding (GBK, Shift_JIS, BIG5, EUC_KR).
* Day and night profiles (two sets of colors, background, backlight levels). 
* Brightness adjustments by flick on left edge of the screen.
* Background texture (stretched or tiled) or solid color.
* Paperbook-like page turning animation or "sliding page" animation.
* Dictionary support with PDF books (ColorDict, GoldenDict, Fora Dictionary, Aard Dictionary).
* Customizable tap zone and key actions.
* Autoscroll (automatic page flipping) - start using menu/goto/autoscroll or assign action Autoscroll on key or tap zone; Change speed using volume keys or bottom-right and bottom-left tap zones; stop - tap any other tap zone or key.
* Can read books from zip archives.
* Automatic reformatting of .txt files (autodetect headings etc.)
* Styles can be customized in a wide range using external CSS.
* Select text using double tap (optional).

Disclaimerï¼š
This app is base on Librera code and licensed under the GNU General Public License.
Updated on
Apr 8, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, Personal info and 3 others
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June 17, 2022
This is one of the best file reading apps out there. Only reason I give four stars instead of five is this: after bookmarking certain phrases from a document, once I try to read them again there should be at least temporary coloring of the texts so I don't have to go through the whole page to find the specific text. Since the bookmarking box is small and narrow, it would be nice to see the texts on the document highlighted to make it easy for readers to retrace what they have bookmarked.
122 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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May 2, 2020
Its a great apps. Helping me especially when i feel lazy to scroll the next page, because it has an auto scroll play. Then, one more thing to me its good is, it can read aloud the book that we read. Its useful when i want to do my work while listening to the book simultaneously. The problem with this apps is. If u suddenly tap at the right or left corner of the page. The page will go to random page. Its make me annoyed and have to find back where the latest page that i read. Pls fix this.tq
281 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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August 10, 2022
Auto scroll â˜‘ï¸� Reflow textâ˜‘ï¸� Opens photos in a folder as a bookâ˜‘ï¸� Customize font. size,type, color,spacing,indentation, etc â˜‘ï¸� Supports all file formatsâ˜‘ï¸� Customizable background color â˜‘ï¸� Etc etc etc This is the best pdf reader I have ever used. if you love reading, this will make you love to read even more. The only problem I have recently encountered is it has started lagging behind when scrolling down or up, its irritating please fix
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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Read books easily
EPUB, PDF and Comics
Update PDF engine
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Ivan Ivanenko
str. 40r Peremohy 19
smt. Onufrievka
Ukraine
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